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DIY

Your story - in a box
Brightly beautiful moments

your story – your decoration
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All in one box

With the practical 3D wooden building kit of 
Rayher, you have everything ready for your 
box. The sets, consisting of pre-cut motifs 
and corresponding frames, are waiting to 
be staged by you. The paint, 3D eff ect foil as 
well as the fairy lights, decorative snow and 
Snow Pen will help you make it a reality!

Your story – in a box

Especially on wet and cold days, we are longing for cosy warmth and atmospheric 
decorations – and they should be as creative as possible! Illuminated frames coupled 
with diff erent scenes invite you to dream. Fill your very own box with the most 
cherished moments!
  In addition to the practical 3D wooden building kit, the combined boxes create 
uniqueness to your heart’s content. Even the nature can be easily brought home, 
thanks to the fl oristic elements of Rayher. Just try it out!
 Every scene really comes alive when the colour, light and the like are added up. 
A naturally discreet or a fully vivid one? It’s up to you to shape your own story!

Get into the topic quickly! Your box for Christmas.
Your story – in a box brings moments of joy, including Hygge.

You just need to...
grab your frame with the acrylic glass (1) and off you go! Choose a 3D effect foil (2) 
and make a frame with the set of wooden sticks (3). The foil has to be affixed to the 
frame by means of the double-sided adhesive tape (4) and then the fairy lights (5) 
mounted on. Now, there are still your wooden motifs (6) to be painted with paint and 
glitter (7) and to be assembled.
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Your personal box 
– easily assembled
Whether it's about feasty forest 
dwellers, the snow-covered 
Christmas car, the decorative 
deer or your mini winter cottage 

– all four 3D wooden building 
sets can be precisely and easily 
assembled. To do this, remove 
the motifs and frames from the 
wooden panels, and put all the 
parts together to make the box. 
You can use the motifs in any 
order you like.
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Your creation – nicely lighted up! 
The four kits, together with the fairy lights and 
the 3D eff ect foils, are an absolute eye-catcher. 
For this purpose, simply place the frame with 
bonded eff ect foil behind the motifs and attach 
the LED fairy lights to the rear wall. Turn the light 
on and the stars will start to shine just for you!



Your story – in a box absolutely unique

Your box – your story! You can also assemble your own 
box individually. The frames out of the paper-mâché and 
wood determine the shape. A� erwards, you can decorate 
it, as you wish, with wooden motifs and cra�  material 
such as paint and light.

Maximally individual
Small wooden elements with 
 attention to detail or rather 
 perfectly shaped messages? 
Make your dreams come true 
with eff ective small details. 
The lovely wooden motifs fi nd 
their place within practical wooden 
card holder while the wooden 
typefaces, independently or com-
bined, with star-shaped foils 
& LED fairy lights make a great 
team.



Christmas decoration darlings 

Branches, fi r cones and the like from Rayher 
bring nature into your own home, and give the 
box a fl oristic touch. The natural colour shades 
allow calm to return and additionally, create a 
hyggelige atmosphere of well-being.

Love for detail
Numerous fl oristic refi nements 
give the nature scene of your 
dreams an unforgettable, 
captivating look. The mix of 
many diverse materials makes 
everything even more exciting 
and the fi nely detailed decoration 
ensures one thing above all else: 
real fun! The Christmas card 
hidden in the illuminated winter 
wonderland? There is no more 
creative way to convey Christmas 
messages.
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All Rayher’s Your story – in a box products can be found at our main retailers, 
in well-assorted cra�  stores or directly at our online shop.

The specifi cation on materials and the instructions can 
be found on our website.

Your story – more versatile than ever!

All the basics of the family Story in a box can be used 
individually. Give your next project the perfect look 
and thus the ultimate WOW eff ect.

Have fun!




